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Welcome to this year’s Visual Arts A Level Exhibition!
Ordinarily we would have been celebrating the achievements of our Year 13 students and 
sharing the wonderful work they have produced over the past two years, through our 
exhibition in the school atrium. We very much enjoy showcasing students’ work with 
staff, students, parents and governors as well as wider school community at this time of 
year.

As we are unable to do this currently the Visual Arts team have worked collaboratively to 
collate, photograph and present a selection of work across all four disciplines of Art, 
Graphics, Photography and Textiles to share with you. I hope you enjoy this year’s virtual 
exhibition and appreciate the wide variety of skilful, creative and inventive work students 
have produced over the last two years, particularly in light of the disruption they have had 
to their A Levels over the past year. They have all shown incredible resilience and 
determination to complete their coursework and have done a fantastic job! 

We are really excited for all our sixth formers as they leave Norwood and move on to 
pursuing a range of pathways in further and higher education, apprenticeships and the 
world of work. We wish you well in your future careers!

We are particularly proud of those students continuing their creative journey through 
foundation courses and degrees in Photography, Digital Media, Textiles and Graphics and 
look forward to them returning to see us in the months and years to come. 

We hope to see many of you on 10th August for A Level results day!
Take care and have a great summer!
Ali Cowley
Head of Visual Arts
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A LEVEL GRAPHICS

During the last two years, I have had the pleasure of working with a fantastic group of students who have worked 
incredibly hard to develop their design skills in response to a range of themes and through exceptional circumstances 
that we never could have predicted.

In Year 12 students had the opportunity to work with their peers in Performing Arts, designing posters for a series of plays 
and giving them an experience of working with a client. They also had the wonderful opportunity of working with artist 
Linett Kamala through her residency at Lambeth Town Hall, creating their very own personal calligrafiti scrolls that 
explored their own mental health and ‘recipes for a happy mind’.

In Year 13, they have each pursued personal projects and focused on topics they are enthused and passionate about. 
Tayla’s anti marketing campaign looks at BLM and the contradiction and hypocrisy of global brands in response to recent 
events. Emilia explored the stories behind individuals’ tattoos creating distinctive typographic illustrations. Cristiano 
focused on his interests in architecture to design corporate identities for south east London districts, creating bold and 
striking typographic outcomes. Dominik transferred his passion for game graphics into a series of posters reflecting and 
documenting the Covid global pandemic. Majlinda dedicated herself to highlighting the ever important issue of gender 
equality in an illustrative style she worked relentlessly to develop and refine. Zine-Dine demonstrated his natural and 
exceptional talent for graphics through an vegan branding project that shows real professionalism. Phap combined his 
passion and ability in Maths, exploring two dimensional shape and form with graphical concepts to visualise his own 
numerical theory in an intricate woven and linear based outcome. The work shared here is of a very high standard and 
illustrates the students commitment and resilience through extremely challenging times.

I am so immensely proud of all of them, Tayla and Zine-Dine are continuing their Graphics journeys at Greenwhich and 
Ravensbourne, Dominik will be pursuing Fashion at either foundation or degree level, Emilia is taking her creative skill set 
onto a Film degree and Phap is moving into Engineering, Cristiano is looking into apprenticeships, whilst Majlinda explores 
opportunities to combine her Graphics and Business skills.

Ms Cowley
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LINETT KAMALA
CALLIGRAFITI WORKSHOP



RECIPE FOR A HAPPY MIND 
CALLIGRAFITI RESPONSES TO THE
WORK OF LINETT KAMALA

MAJLINDA TOPALLI TAYLA GRAHAM EMILIA CERMISSONI



ZINE-DINE BOUKHEROUFA PHAP VAN-HOANG

LINETT KAMALA & 
GRAPHICS STUDENTS
MY HEART WILL ALWAYS BE IN BRIXTON, LAMBETH TOWN HALL
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A LEVEL PHOTOGRAPHY

Over the past two year the photographers have explored their personal themes looking deeply at 
their own self and their place in the world. They tried to find their voice through photography, 
making a social comment on an ever evolving landscape. 

Through the lens of Ms Gibbs we saw the raw nature of street photography coupled with the candid 
atmosphere, these images were then pushed to their limits to create structural constructs with voids 
and layers depicting the very nature of the city in which she lives. Through the lens of Ms. De Rossi we 
explored the philosophical question of life after death.  Mixing photography with paints, she creates 
these eerie haunting images that seem to show the colour full existence in places that would normally 
be devoid of colour. Ms Echchafiki went on a deeply personal cultural journey back in time to explore 
the dying shreds of what used to be a vibrant and alluring body art form within her own ancestry. The 
confidence displayed in this student can clearly be seen in her self portraits and these also speak to the 
multi-layered dynamism of the subject matter undertaken by her.  Ms Moya explores the idea of what 
lies beneath the surface of what we see every day. We become so riveted with the outer shell that the 
internal is left decaying and the only time we notice is when it manifests itself in mental illnesses. Mr 
Munoz Greiz presents his mother, leaning to the idea of the cubist representation of a person, showing 
them in a three-dimensional form on a two dimensional medium. The result is a multi-layer dichotomy 
of a snippet of a moment in time. Mr Amoah was concerned with social unrest and black culture while 
Ms Graham explored the many different subcultures that exist within society. 

The works presented here reflect passion but also challenge through hard and difficult times. However, 
they have overcome with some beautiful pieces of art. Well done to Jemima,  Nafisa and Nicole who 
worked hard to get to the end. We are very proud to have worked with you all over the past two years.

Mr Oxford & Ms Goodwin
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A LEVEL FASHION & TEXTILES

It has been such a pleasure teaching Ibtisam, Dominik, Divine, Beatrice, Myrna and Geraldine these last 
two years. We are so proud of the work they have produced, each one taking their own very different, 
independent approach. 

Like Ms Cowley said at the beginning of this ‘virtual exhibition’, we are also incredibly proud that most of 
them have decided to move into a career in the arts. Ibtisam is our second student to have been offered a 
place on the prestigious Hand Embroidery Degree at the Royal School of Needlework in Hampton Court, 
quite an achievement, following in the footsteps of Tomas last year. Beatrice is off to one of the fashion 
capitals of the world, Milan, in a few months time and will be studying at an Italian art college, so exciting! 
Dominik will need to decide on either a foundation course or a degree in Fashion, he has secured a place for 
both. Divine is going onto a degree in art therapy, she is such a talented designer and knows that I have 
always thought she should be at art college. Myrna has decided to move onto a career in Business, and 
Geraldine is going to be the most wonderful primary school teacher, good luck to you all! 

We have really missed not being able to visit and be inspired by all the museum and gallery visits we would 
have all usually been on but we managed to squeeze in a few at the start of the course, the Mary Quant at 
the Victoria and Albert and the Zandra Rhodes at the Fashion and Textile Museum. You will see that the 
students have taken their inspiration from a broad range of topics and themes, usually close to their hearts. 
They have used their work to challenge their perceptions of the world and have shown great passion and 
determination when taking creative risks. I am proud that many of them have explored and valued diversity. 
We have admired the way that they have grown into a fabulous group of independent learners and thinkers 
who are now armed with the technical ability to realise their creative ambitions,  a group of young reflective 
practitioners who we know will continue to develop and flourish. We wish you all every happiness and 
success in the exciting courses and careers you all have ahead of you. We know you will stay in touch, good 
luck and well done!

Ms Nicholas & Ms Brooks
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THANK YOU!




